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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
Until recently, there has been

words; most of the huge

literature

little

on

research on the processing of multimorphemic

visual

word processing has concentrated on

monomorphemic words. Although we know a
monomorphemic words,

for

lot

about the processing of

example that frequency of a word's usage

predicts processing time of that

word

(see Rayner

short

& Pollatsek,

in the

language

1989), the processing of

complex multimorphemic words has remained more of a mystery.
I

will

research and

begin with a brief introduction of some of the problems with the past

how the proposed

the prior literature,

first

experiments attempt to remedy

on derived and then

this.

inflected words. Finally,

Then I
I

will

review

will finish the

introduction with a discussion of the proposed research question and the possible models.

The research
findings, resulting in

this.

First,

that has

been done on multimorphemic words has yielded

an inconsistent and unclear

picture.

conflicting

There are multiple reasons for

the research has studied different types of words, compound, suffixed and

prefixed derivations, and inflections, in different languages, French, English, Italian, etc

(Beauvillain, 1996, Bradley, 1979, Burani

to

assume

that all types

1987,

etc.).

It

seems implausible

of complex words are processed the same way given the

differences in their formation. In addition,

processed differently

& Caramazza,

in different

it is

quite plausible that

languages because of differences

complex words are
in their

usage and

frequency/regularity. Finally, these experiments have utilized a variety of paradigms

including lexical decision, self-paced reading, priming, and eye

isolation (Bradley, 1979, Randall

& Marslen- Wilson,

1

1998,

movements on words

etc.).

This

final

reason

in

may be

the most relevant to the current set of proposed experiments.

Most of the

complex words has employed

utilize

less

than ideal paradigms which

could interfere in the measurement of the actual processing

For example, consider the self-paced reading
are required to read

one word

at

a time.

task.

words
all

in the

world,

we

an unnatural task that

which we are

is

finished reading the each

an unnatural task.

slow

down such as pressing the

is

the natural task

of reading and a more

shown this to be an

words

It

& Pollatsek,

direct

follows that this

processed.

As

measure of processing

utilizes

Recent research on

of compound Finnish

also

work

well to study other types of complex

current experiments attempt to remedy this gap in the

by investigating the processing of two types of complex words, suffixed

derivations and regular inflections, using the paradigm which

is

both closest to natural

reading and allows processing of the data by time course, eye tracking during reading.

The main question that

self-

1998; Pollatsek, Hyona, and Bertrand, 2000) has

method would

The

The

difficult to interpret.

effective technique to study the processing

in other languages.

literature

is fully

one paradigm, measuring eye movements during reading, which

compound words (Hyona

words.

text.

to develop task strategies to

button before the word

a consequence, the results of a self-paced reading task are

There

process

are not required to perform the additional button pressing task and

paced reading task slows reading and encourages subjects
this

word,

When we

words are displayed simultaneously providing preview of the subsequent

reduce

interested.

In the self-paced reading task, subjects

When they are

they press a button to display the next word. This

in

research on

the proposed research addresses

major classes of multimorphemic words, derived and

inflected

is

whether these two

words, are stored and

process
accessed in the lexicon as their whole-word forms or by a decompositional

2

involving the root

exist.

word/morpheme or

if both

There were two manipulations used to

whole- word and decomposhional routes

The root frequency was

test this.

manipulated while controlling the whole-wordfrequency

(i.e.,

the frequency of the whole-

word) and the whole-word frequency was manipulated while controlling the root
frequency. Root frequency can be defined in a variety of ways ranging from the frequency

of the root word alone to the summed frequency of all words containing

morpheme.
and

all

defined root frequency in Experiment

I

words beginning with the root morpheme and

frequency of the root and

is

1

all its

inflected forms.

as follows. If the processing time

most parsimonious explanation

is

In contrast, if the processing time

parsimonious explanation

argument

a

is

is

is

in

summed

frequency of the root

Experiment 2 as the summed

rationale behind these manipulations

predicted solely by the whole-word frequency, the

that the lexical entry

of the word

is

looked up

directly.

predicted solely by the root frequency, the most

is

that the

bit oversimplified,

The

as the

that root

word

is

accessed decompositionally. The above

but serves as a useful guideline. However,

these effects and the potential models in

more

detail after

reviewing the

I will

consider

literature.

Literature Review
Derivations. Beauvillain (1996) investigated

processed by examining eye movements

in

how derived words

in

French were

a task that involved the processing of words for

meaning. Participants made semantic relatedness judgments on a pair of words displayed

of central

was

the pattern of fixation times

on

the

side

by

was

either prefixed or suffixed). Beauvillain independently varied the

side;

interest

frequency and the cumulative root frequency

sharing that root).

An interesting effect was

(i.e.,

the

summed

first

word (which

whole-word

frequency of all words

found when root frequency was manipulated.

3

For suffixed words, root frequency affected the duration of the

first

fixation

on the word,

whereas for prefixed words, root frequency only affected the duration of
the second
fixation.

These data indicate

that

morphemic decomposition

of both French suffixed and prefixed words, but

is

occurring in the processing

earlier in the processing

of suffixed

words. Whole-word frequency effects were also found, but they only surfaced on the

second fixation duration on the word. From these

data,

it

appears that derived words

in

French are encoded both by a whole word look-up and a compositional process. This
pattern of data, incidentally, differs

Beauvillain,

& Segui,

somewhat from an

1989) which employed a

In the lexical decision task, they found

earlier

study in French (Cole,

lexical decision task

word frequency

with similar materials.

effects for both suffixed

and

prefixed words, but root frequency effects only for suffixed words.

Randall and Marslen- Wilson (1998) came to similar conclusions about derived

words

in English

somewhat

(both prefixed and suffixed words), using both a different task and a

different stimulus manipulation.

subjects read sentences one

word

at

They used a self-paced reading task

in

which

a time and they press a button to reveal the next word

and continue reading. Instead of manipulating root frequency, they
morphological complexity and word frequency. That

is,

factorially varied

they had two sets of

morphologically complex words, one with higher whole-word frequency and one with

lower whole-word frequency, and each

words

that contained only

were read

set

in the identical sentence frame.

word compared

set

of morphologically simple

one morpheme. All four words produced by

was morphologically decomposed during
access the

had a matched

to the

Their assumption was that

processing,

it

would require

one step process required

4

if

this

2x2 design

a complex word

additional time to

for the single

morpheme

simple words.

I

should point out that

I

am not convinced by their rationale.

a word requires two stages, does not necessarily imply
it

could be that this hierarchical organization

that

facilitates the

it

requires

more

Just because

time. Instead

search for that word, hence

requiring less time. Similar to Beauvillain, they found a whole-word frequency
effect,
indicating involvement

of a

direct look-up process.

However, they

also found that

sentences containing morphologically complex target words were read more slowly than

those containing morphologically simple target words which, according to their rationale,

suggested that the root morphemes were also involved in processing. Neither of these
effects

target

were observed on the

word (word

t+1).

target word, but only

The frequency

both effects were delayed,

this

on

the

word

(i.e.,

"spillover region" after the

effect also carried

may be an artifact of the

Holmes and O'Regan (1992), who
different conclusions.

on the

over to word t+2. Although

self-paced reading task.

studied French readers,

came

to

somewhat

A major focus of their study was whether the initial landing position

whether

it

was

in

a good or bad location for encoding the root

morpheme) influenced how the word was processed. Thus, one of their manipulations

was

to vary

which

letter in the target

word was

at fixation

on the

initial

fixation

on the

word. Similar to Randall and Marslen- Wilson (1998), they varied the whole- word
frequencies of suffixed

in length

words and had monomorphemic control words

and whole-word frequency

fixation location

on

were matched

to the derived words. In order to control the

initial

the target word, they employed the following methodology.

Participants read the part

a target point.

that

of the sentence before the

When they had

target

word normally and then

fixated the target location for 100 ms, the target

presented either centered at the target location or offset by a few

5

letters.

fixated

word was

Holmes and

O'Regan

primarily examined gaze durations (the total time spent fixating
the target

before moving on to read the rest of the sentence). Gaze durations
differed

word

between

little

high frequency suffixed words and their monomorphemic controls, whereas
gaze durations

were shorter
especially

for the

when the

low frequency
initial

fixation

interpreted their findings as

words occurs

primarily

suffixed

was

showing

in

words than

is

monomorphemic

that decompositional processing

frequency

close to optimal. This

is

fairly

of derived suffixed

low and the position

would be

for

consistent with a "race"

between whole word processing and morphemic decomposition that
decomposition "horse" only under

controls,

a good viewing spot for viewing the root. They

when the whole-word

encoding the root morpheme

their

is

won by the

optimal circumstances'.

In addition to these studies, there are several that used the lexical decision task on
isolated words, providing

somewhat contradictory

evidence. Bradley (1979) varied both

the root frequency and the whole- word frequency of derived suffixed words in English.

She didn't observe any

words containing

effect

of word frequency but did observe root frequency

three of the four suffixes she studied.

decomposition was occurring for three of the four

It

effects for

thus appeared that morphemic

suffix types tested

and there was no

evidence for direct lexical access. Similarly, Burani and Caramazza (1987) investigated
the processing of derived Italian

words using a

lexical decision task

by manipulating both

root-morpheme frequency and whole-word frequency of orthographically and
phonologically transparent derived words. These derivations were nouns or adjectives
created by the addition of a productive derivational suffix to a regular verb. Contrary to

Bradley's findings, they found effects of both root and whole-word frequency.

with the lexical decision task

is

whether the meaning of the

6

entire

word needs

A problem
to be

processed in order to decide "word" in the task. In particular, in Bradley's
experiment,
the

nonword

foils

were

either simple

and there were no nonwords

words and the

suffix

changed

for

it

nonwords or nonwords with a real

which

either the root or the beginning

to a nonword.

It is

suffix attached

of the word were

thus plausible that only roots were

processed in Bradley's experiment because only the root was necessary to make the word
vs.

nonword

decision. In contrast, Burani

nonwords, making such a strategy
In summary, the findings

and Caramazza had a wide variety of

virtually impossible.

on whether derived words

are processed

decompositionally or as their whole-word forms are not completely consistent. However

a majority of these studies found evidence of both root and whole- word frequency

Moreover, Beauvillain's (1996) study suggested
root

may differ for prefixed and

suffixed

that the time course processing

effects.

of the

words and Holmes and O'Regan's study

suggested that the time course

may depend on where

To some

extent,

not clear to what extent the differing results are due to

differing

paradigms or to differing languages being investigated.

of course,

Inflections.

it's

a word the reader

initially fixates.

An obvious question is whether inflected words are processed

differently than derived words. Intuitively,

generally

in

more rule-bound,

the root

it

might seem that because inflections are

morpheme might

play a greater role in the processing

of inflected words than derived words. Most of the data below, however,

indicate that

this is not the case.

Bertram, Laine, Baayen, Schreuder, and Hyona (1999) manipulated the whole-

word and
task.

root frequencies of Finnish plural nouns ending in -ja using the lexical decision

These

-ja inflections

were of interest because they
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are ambiguous: they indicate a

case ending (partitive plural) as well as a deverbal agent
marker (tutki/ja
Surprisingly, they found a

whole-word frequency

indicating that these inflections are stored

and Laine (1999) followed

movements during

by

up using two

this

their

no root frequency

effect,

whole-word forms. Bertram, Hydnfi,

different paradigms: (a)

new word.

whole-word frequencies (while the other was

on whole-word or root frequency was

found a whole-word frequency
fixation time

research/er).

measuring eye

reading and (b) the self-paced reading paradigm, where the

silent

reader pushes a button to expose each

either

effect but

=

effect

on the next word

Again, they manipulated both root and

controlled) and a pair of words differing

inserted into the

on both the

same sentence frame. They

fixation time

on the

(the "spillover region"), but there

target

word and

the

was a small root

frequency effect only on fixation time on the spillover region (that was significant only

over participants). In contrast,

in the self-paced reading experiments, they

found that both

root and whole-word frequency effects were delayed, only occurring on the spillover
region.

As argued

The evidence of an
that the

a

word

earlier

is initially

later process.

may be

earlier, this

whole-word frequency

processed as

Bertram

specific to this

delay might be an artifact of the self-paced reading task.

et

its full

aL discuss the

effect in the eyetracking study suggests

form and

that morphological decomposition

is

possibility that the small root frequency effect

word ending because of its

ambiguity.

I will

return to this issue in

the general discussion.

Randall and Marslen- Wilson (1998) came to similar conclusions

English past-tense verbs.

The

logic

of the experiment was

word experiment, they manipulated

study of

similar to their derived

experiment discussed above. However, the manipulation was a

derived

in their

bit different.

word

As with

the

the whole-word frequency of inflected words;
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however,

their other manipulation

vs. irregular past-tense verbs.

decomposed

into

was not

simple vs. complex words, but, instead, regular

Their rationale was that because regular verbs can be

an orthographic root and

affix while irregular verbs cannot, that if

morphemic processing was

in evidence, the regular verbs

the irregular ones. All four

words were embedded

would be processed slower than

in identical sentence

frames and

reading times were measured using the self-paced reading paradigm. There were delayed
effects

of both word frequency and regularity of the verbs. Whole-word frequency

affected the time spent

on word t+2

(the

second word

after the target) and, consistent

with their rationale, regular verb sentences were actually read more slowly than
but only

on word t+1

.

irregular,

Their data thus also suggest that inflected words are primarily

word form As

accessed through the whole
study and in Bertram et

al.

may be an

indicated earlier, the delayed effects in this

artifact

of the self-paced reading paradigm.

Sereno and Jongman (1997) investigated the processing of inflected English nouns,
using a lexical decision task.

Nouns were used

in

order to simplify the frequency

manipulations because they have only one inflected form (plural) and one uninflected form

(singular).

one

set

Both

the inflected (plural) and base (singular) forms were used as stimuli. In

of experiments, they manipulated the singular and

the total frequency

(i.e.,

plural frequencies while holding

singular plus plural frequency) constant.

decision times to both singular and plural nouns were shorter

They found

when

that lexical

the whole- word

frequency was higher (even though the root frequency was controlled). (The effect for
singular nouns, however,

was only

of experiments, they varied

The

plural frequency

significant in the participants analysis.)

In a second set

plural frequency while holding the singular frequency constant.

had no

effect

on

lexical decision times for singular nouns, but

9

had a

on

significant effect

appeared that

plural

nouns (although not quite

lexical decision times for these

significant

by

items). Thus,

it

words were controlled by whole-word

frequency and not the frequency of the root morpheme.
In contrast to Sereno and

Jongman

(1997), Baayen, Dijkstra, and Schreuder

(1997) found that the lexical decision time for a singular noun

in

Dutch was

the frequency of its plural form, and thus that frequency of the root

affected by

morpheme

affects the

processing of morphologically simple words as well as morphologically complex words.
In addition, they investigated processing differences between singular and plural nouns and
verbs. (The plural ending for both

the part of speech.)

They found

verbs, despite their lower

nouns and verbs was

-en,

and hence ambiguous as to

that plural verbs took about the

whole-word

same time as

frequencies, but that the singular nouns took less

time than their plural forms. Their explanation of this pattern of data
basic argument

is:

(a)

singular

is

complex. The

because plural verbs only take the same time as singular verbs, verbs

must be processed decompositionally;
must be resolved whether

it is

(b) if a

word

is

processed decompositionally,

a noun or a verb, and because the verb

is

the

it

more common

use of -en, the plural nouns should take more time than the plural verbs matched on
frequency; (c) because the plural nouns and verbs matched on frequency take the same

amount of time,

it

appears that plural nouns are accessed by a

In contrast to Sereno and

Jongman

fester, full

form route.

(1997), Baayen, Dijkstra, and Schreuder

(1997) found that the lexical decision time for a singular noun

in

Dutch was affected by

the frequency of its plural form, and thus that frequency of the root

morpheme

affects the

processing of morphologically simple words as well as morphologically complex words.

where the singulars
In particular, they investigated singular and plural nouns and verbs,
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and plurals were equated on whole-word frequency. They chose the
be a pluralizer for both nouns and verbs. Baayen

suffix -en,

which can

found that the singular and plural

et al.

verbs had the same lexical decision time, suggesting a whole word look-up,
whereas the
singular

nouns were appreciably

process for nouns, went, at least

Baayen (1997)
experiments

folio wed-up

(all

on simple

faster than the plural nouns, suggesting that the look-up

in part,

Baayen

et

through the root morpheme.

al.

(1997) with a series of lexical decision

They found strong

uninflected nouns).

decision time relating to the "family frequency" of the

morpheme

number of distinct words containing

the

a progressive demasking task, which they

of word encoding, there were only weak and
concluded that these morpheme effects
instead, later decision stages

In sum, the findings

of the

on

the

later

lexical

summed

found that

when they

felt

better

investigated this

to be tapping earlier stages

insignificant effects

may not

on

morpheme) was a much

predictor than family frequency. Perhaps, most interestingly,

latter variable in

effects

(i.e.,

frequency of all words containing the morpheme). However, they
"family" size (the

Schreuder and

of family

size.

They thus

have tapped early perceptual stages, but

lexical decision task.

the processing of inflected

in that there are fairly consistent effects

words are somewhat

of whole-word frequency, contrary

to

surprising

what would

be predicted by a pure morphological decomposition model. Moreover, even though

some (though not

morpheme

all)

of the studies provided evidence

(or something related to

that at least

it),

some of these morphemic

decision and thus

may

for the frequency

of the root

the Schreuder and Baayen (1997) study suggests

effects

not be relevant to

may be

late effects in tasks like lexical

how the words

11

are processed in reading text.

Models of Complex Word Access

One

Direct Access.

possibility

is

multimorphemic words are stored and

that

accessed directly by their whole-word form. If so, each word, even multimorphemic

words, have their

own entry in the

lexicon that

is

accessed directly and does not require

decomposition to single morphemes. Related models are the
1975) and the
entries for

there

is

which

model (Baayen

et al., 1997).

In both, the lexicon contains

each word. Direct Access would simplify the processing of words

unlikely to be a root in the lexicon (Jackendoff; 1975). There are

their root is not

word

root

full-listing

full-entry theory (Jackendoff,

used as a separate word and therefore

in the lexicon.

the root volve,

have an entry

For example, the words

however volve

is

it is

which

many words

for

unlikely to be stored as a

involve, revolve,

not used as a word alone and

for

full

it is

and devolve

all

share

therefore unlikely to

in the lexicon.

In the proposed experiments, the manipulations of whole- word and root frequency

test this

their

model. If either the derived or inflected target words are only processed through

whole forms, the frequency of that whole-word form should

and thus, a whole-word frequency

effect, but

Decomposition. Another option

decomposed

into simpler units,

namely

is

no root frequency

that

single

predict processing time,

effect, will

be found.

multimorphemic words are always

morphemes. However, there

is

no

single

decompositional model because both the decompositional process and the representation

of the parts could take many forms.
the

file

will discuss three

of these models

drawer model, (2) a completely decompositional model, and
File

well

I

Drawer.

I

known theory that

will

in

more

detail: (1)

(3) the satellite model.

begin the discussion of the decompositional models with a

uses the metaphor of a

12

file

drawer to describe the decompositional

process (Taft

& Forster,

1976). In this theory, the root

representational unit, and each root

Each multimorphemic word which
"entry" within that drawer.

morpheme

is

is

posited to have

The order of those

same root morpheme

The

overall access

own
is

<4

file

if there

are

drawer."

contained as an

drawer

is

two complex words

have whole- word frequencies of 2 and 4 (per

that

word with a frequency of 2 would be

its

the primary

entries contained within the

word with a frequency of 4 would be

million), the

is

formed from that root morpheme

deterrnined by their relative frequencies. For instance,

sharing the

morpheme

the

entry in the drawer and the

first

the second.

and processing time

for the

word, based on this model, would

be predicted by the root frequency plus the whole-word's relative position, or ranking,
within

its file

access the

drawer. This prediction

file

is

based on two stages of access: (1) locate and

drawer, and (2) locate the word's entry within the drawer. Based on the

manipulations of whole-word and root frequencies in the proposed experiments, the

results that

would be predicted by the

followed by a whole- word frequency

file

drawer model are an early root frequency

effect.

During stage

would be determined by the root word's frequency. This
which the processing time
drawer, which

of that

file

exactly the

is

is

access to the

1,

followed by stage

is

whole-word frequency,

it

will

be highly correlated with

Completely Decom positional. Another

Model

2,

during

morpheme

parts.

possibility

This model

file

relative to the other contents

drawer. Although the position of the whole word in the

Full-Parsing

drawer

best predicted by the whole-word's position within the

determined by the whole-word's frequency

are processed as their simple

file

effect

is

is

that

file

drawer

is

not

it.

multimorphemic words

related to

Baayen

et al.'s

Model, the
(1997). According to the Completely Decompositional
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whole-word

is

decomposed

into its

morphemes and they

the access time for a morphemically complex

are accessed individually. Thus,

word would be

the

sum of the

time to access

the root (which

would be a function of the frequency of the

root) and the time to access

the affix (which

would be a function of the frequency of the

affix),

and possibly the time to

glue the affix onto the root. Because the stimuli in the proposed experiments are
paired so
that the root

would

words

differ,

morpheme frequency

predict that root

differences,

would predict processing time

Satellite.

On the

but the affixes (the second morpheme) are identical, the model

The

surface this

predicts the

whole-word frequency

differences for the pairs of words.

third decompositional

model

differences, but not

model

I

will discuss uses

same type of effects

as the

file

a

satellite

analogy.

drawer model, early

root frequency and late whole-word frequency effects. However, these models do differ

both conceptually and

in their specific

conceptually. Similar to the

access.

During the

stage, the

1

1980

).

first

file

drawer model, the

stage, the goal

whole- word entry

Unlike the

file

data predictions.

is

for

an ordinal position rank, the access time
frequency as compared to the other

Admittedly, the

satellite

satellite

I

satellite

model has two stages of
During the second

of the root word (Lukatela

which second stage access time

to each satellite

is

is

1

For

model

is

qualitatively quite similar to the

and 2 and the frequencies for the second

set

of words are

1

for the

file

it

only qualitatively, their description

14

is

drawer

differ.

first set

and 100 (per

my purposes a more precise measure of the second stage was required than

Although they described

predicted by

satellites.

Imagine there are two pairs of complex words. The frequencies

1

et al.,

predicted by a ratio of its

model, however there are cases for which the quantitative predictions would

are

model

will explain the

to access the root word.

is

accessed as a

drawer model,

First,

consistent with

provided

my

of words

million).

in their

paper.

quantitative analysis.

According to the
frequency of

drawer

is

1

file

drawer model, the predicted time to access the
word with a

would be equal

for each pair. This

because the access time within the

is

determined by the word's ordinal rank and

differences in frequency

it

Both

the

file

entry

is

the

to the satellite model,

a function of the

same time

to access

of the

complex

differ greatly.

drawer and

satellite

models predict the same general

root frequency effect followed by an effect of whole-word frequency.
differences

ratio

whereas the access times between complex words with

2,

and 100 would

1

word

would take approximately

words with frequencies of 1 or
frequencies of

not influenced by the size of the

between the words. However, according

the processing time to access the complex

frequencies. Therefore,

is

file

effects,

an early

How would the

between these models be detected using the current design? The experiments

are intended to test the general question of direct access versus decompositional models

by measuring root and whole-word frequency
to occur

which

is

qualitatively consistent with

effects.

However,

if

a pattern of data were

more than one of the models,

further

regression analyses will be done in an attempt to determine which model best describes the

results quantitatively.

Dual Route "Horse Race." There
decompositional and direct access models

model

is

discussed by Schreuder

words have two
this case,

entries

is

a

final class

of theories which combines

~ the horse race model. A version of this

& Baayen (1995).

and are stored both with

It is

possible that multimorphemic

their root

and as whole-word forms. In

both routes, direct access and decomposition, occur simultaneously and

"horse race" to see which finishes

the process

is

first.

When one of the two

it is

routes cross the finish

complete. There are clearly several possible versions of the horse race
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a

line,

model depending on the model

selected for the decomposition^ process.
However, most

such models would predict both root morpheme frequency and
whole-word frequency
effects.

The Experiments
The experiments
inflected

words and

investigated the processing of suffixed derived and regularly

tested the above models.

The methodology was

relatively

straightforward. In both experiments, sentences were constructed that contained
possible target words. In each experiment, there

the

two

target

set

of sentence frames

words were equated on root morpheme frequency but

word frequency and another

set

of sentence frames

equated on whole-word frequency but differed

Experiment

was one

1, 1

examined derived

(suffixed)

in

in root

16

in

which

differed in whole-

which the target words were

morpheme

words and

inflected words.

two

in

frequency. In

Experiment

2, 1

examined

CHAPTER 2
EXPERIMENT

1

Method
Participants. Thirty native English speakers from the University of
Massachusetts

community

participated in the experiment, each receiving either course credit or

money

for

their participation.

Apparatus. Eye movements were recorded by a Fourward Technologies Dual
Purkinje Eyetracker which has a resolution of less than 10 minutes of arc and the output
linear

over the angle subtended by a

ACI 486

line

is

of text. The eyetracker was interfaced with an

computer. The position of the eye was sampled every millisecond, and each 4 ms

of eyetracker output was compared with the output of the previous 4 ms

to determine

whether the eyes were fixed or moving; the computer stored the duration and location of
each fixation for
display

later analysis.

The computer was

on which the sentences were

participant's eye

The

display

movements were recorded from the

to eliminate head

movements

View Sonic 17G

was 61 cm from the

and four characters equaled one degree of visual

binocular, but eye

was used

presented.

also interfaced with a

angle.

Viewing was

participant's right eye.

A bitebar

in the experiment.

Materials. Complex derived words were used as target items. These words

consisted of a root

word

plus a suffix ending, and ranged from 7 to 12 characters in

length. In all the target items, the full root

word was

transparently represented in the

orthography.

There were two sets of word
each pair had the same

suffix.

pairs,

with 20 pairs

In the root frequency
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set,

in

each

set.

The two words

the root frequency differed

in

substantially

between the two words

in

each

pair,

but the

mean whole-word

frequency was

approximately equated for the high-frequency root words and the low-frequency
root

words2

.

word frequency

In the

between the two words

in

each

the whole-word frequency differed substantially

set,

pair,

but the

mean root frequency was equated

for the

high-frequency words and the low-frequency words. The frequencies were determined
using Francis and Kucera (1982), with the whole-word frequency defined as the frequency

of the derived word token, and the root frequency denned as the
root

word

of the

either appearing alone or with additional characters following the root.

stimulus characteristics are displayed in Table

Each

two words

after

a target word

each pair were placed

in

40 sentences constructed so

that

in

a sentence frame, with a

in every sentence (see

in the

There were 40

Appendix A). Because

each participant saw only one word from each

40 experimental

filler

minimum of

same sentence frame, there were two

frequency conditions were counterbalanced across both

participant seeing

The

1

of target words was embedded

pair

two words before and
the

total frequency

lists.

lists

pair.

The

This resulted in each

sentences, 10 in each of the four frequency conditions.

sentences and the order of the 80 sentences was randomized

separately for each participant.

To

ensure that differences between conditions could be ascribed to word

identification differences,

frequency set

frequency

fit

set.

2
It

was impossible

one needs to

establish that the target

into the sentence frames as well as the target

words

words

in

was

to equate

relatively balanced,

word frequency

I

conducted a rating study

perfectly given the other constraints.

with this problem.
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I

each low

each high

in

In order to assess whether the ease of the target words

sentential context

of

fitting into

in

which

1

1

the

other

present analyses later to deal

participants

saw

the

40

pairs

of sentences and were asked

of the two sentences. They could
frequency

word or low frequency

either

respond that (1) the sentence with the low

was more

root

to rate the relative naturalness

natural, (2) the sentence with the high

frequency word or high frequency root was more natural, or
(3) they were equally natural.

(Of course, they weren't
sentences in a pair

and

told

which was high or low frequency, and the order of the two

was randomized.)

0, respectively,

I

coded the three response

alternatives as +1, -1,

and used the mean of these ratings for a given sentence as the measure

of differential naturalness. The root frequency
and the word frequency

set

set

had a mean rating of -.10 (SD =

had a mean rating of -.15 (SD =

.51),

which

.49)

indicates that the

contrasting conditions were pretty well (but not perfectly) equated on naturalness.

As

these differences in naturalness are in the same direction as the differences in frequency

(i.e.,

there

was a tendency

the sentence frame),

I

for the higher frequency

word

to be

judged as more natural

in

used regression analyses below to check whether any differences

in

reading measures between frequency conditions could be due to these small differences in

naturalness.

Procedure.

When a

participant arrived for the experiment, a bitebar

and the eyetracking system was

calibrated.

five minutes. After the calibration

The

was prepared

calibration period usually lasted less than

was completed,

participants

were

told that they

would

be given sentences to read and to read each sentence for normal comprehension. To
ensure comprehension, they were asked to answer comprehension questions about the

sentence they had just read after

questions correctly about

90%

25%

of the

of the sentences. Participants answered the
time.

Results
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Items for which track losses occurred just before, on, or

were excluded,

resulting in a

4.6% data

The key
probability

target

results in

analysis

.

I start

with the

of fixating the target word, and then focus on the first fixation duration on the

word

(the duration

of the

first

or only fixation on the target word), the gaze

sum of all fixation durations on the

target

word before

going further in the text) and the spillover duration (the mean duration of the
fixation in a "spillover region" after the target

measures such as second pass time and

including fixations

when the word

"First pass" measures.

words were
differences

the

first

is

word

among

the conditions

(all t's

<

fixation duration as first fixations

1).

fixations

that the root

to).

There was an

be encoded

3

4

little

=

2.69,

effect

influencing processing prior to the whole

loss,

some

that the target

1%

and negligible

of root frequency on

on

p=
first

.012,

=

2.31,

p

fixation duration, as

(t's

word and

t ( 1 9)
2

<

1).

This indicates

thus that the root

may

cases) prior to encoding the whole word. However, whole-

due
30 participants whose data were analyzed, 14 participants were excluded from the analyses
defined as a loss of more than 5 out of 40 trials.

to

conditional
mean first fixation duration is mean duration of the first (or only) fixation on a word
as a
counted
being
than
rather
counted
is
not
word being fixated. That is, when the word is skipped, the trial

More

on the

is

on words with a low root frequency were 17 ms

whole-word frequency had

(at least in

In addition to the

excessive data

effect

were only 5 ms longer on the low frequency words
is

forward

sum of all fixations on a word

thing to note (see Table 2)

first

first

then briefly examine

I will

rarely skipped, with the average skipping rate being about

.032. In contrast,

first

.

total time (the

regressed back

The

4

is left)

longer than on those with a high root frequency, t,(29)

=

ms and

3

Table 2 are presented in temporal order.

duration on the target word (the

later

word,

Individual fixations of less than 80

loss.

more than 800 ms were excluded from the

after the target

precisely, the

zero fixation duration.

Mean gaze duration

is

similarly conditional on the
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word being

fixated.

word frequency had a
fixated

=

37 ms longer than high frequency words,

mean second

-

2.32,

p=

.03, t 2 (19)

=

3.44,

3.23,

of root morpheme frequency on gaze duration was

effect

fixation duration --

p<

.01, t,(19)

=

2.51,

=

t t (29)

1.53,

more

p=

<

.14, t2 (19)

variable than

first

The next window
possible measures

~ the gaze duration root

into

1.

p

the target

spillover

t,(29)

=

the

of "spillover", but the one

first

two words

was only two

2.31,

p=

.03, t2 (19)

was 17 ms; however,
Second pass and

which

word

trials.

=

20 ms longer than those

fixated

is

"spillover".

will concentrate

I

on

There are several

is

the duration of the

immediately to the right of the target word.

to the right of the target, except that the spillover

when the

first

word

to the right

of

high frequency roots than for low frequency roots,

2.50, p

t,(29)

Word

first

In fact, root frequency had a significant effect, as the

less for

total

is

=

=

For whole word frequency, the

.02.

1.49,

p >.10,

t

2

<

spillover

1.

time measures. One measure of later processing

pass time, the mean time spent on the word

number of valid

on

frequency effect was not significant

to the right of the target

letters.

measure was 22 ms

Although the

This probably reflects the fact that gaze durations tend

immediate processing

This region was defined to be the

was

.004.

on the

fixation durations.

fixation in a "spillover region"

region

p =

greater than

actually a bit larger than

words with a low frequency root were

with a high frequency root

effect

=

t,(29)

on the low frequency words was 46 ms

fixation duration

high frequency words, t,(29)

first

low frequency words were

duration, as the

This word-frequency difference in gaze duration was largely due
to the fact that the

.02.

to be

on gaze

clear effect

frequency

still

pass time on low frequency words was 15

after

it

had been

initially fixated

appeared to be having an

ms

is

second

divided by the

effect, as the

second

longer than for high frequency words,t,(29)
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=

1.95,

p =

.06, t 2 (19)

root frequency

=

1.44,

on second pass

p=

In contrast, there

.17.

was a

slight inhibitory effect

time, with second pass time actually being 9

high root frequency words than for low root frequency words (however,

measure of the

sum of gaze

total

impact of the manipulation on reading

duration and second pass time on the target

spillover measures). This

p=

.001,

t 2 (19)

=

3.18,

showed a

clear

effect

In sum, the pattern of data indicates that root

somewhat

prior to

word frequency and

t's

the total time,

word

word frequency

p = .005, but only a 14 ms

is

ms
<

longer for

One

1).

which

the

is

(but does not include

effect

of 56 ms,

t t (29)

of root frequency,

t's

=

<

morpheme was

(at least

3.90,

1.

morpheme frequency had an

thus that the root

of

effect

on some

trials)

processed before the whole word was processed. Root morpheme frequency also

had a

slightly

delayed effect, significantly influencing the spillover duration. The

frequency of the whole word, however, had quite immediate

effects, as

it

significantly

affected the second fixation duration (causing a sizeable difference in gaze duration) and

appeared to affect both spillover and second pass time as
the whole

word frequency (and

well. Thus,

is

a

have an immediate effect

bit

harder to summarize. In particular,

(i.e.,

seems clear

thus access of the lexical entry for the whole word)

of the process of accessing the meaning of derived words. The
frequency, however,

it

on

first

status

it

isn't

first

is

clear

why

it

should

on

fixation duration), not influence later fixations

pass processing was considerable (the

part

of the root

the target word, but then significantly influence the spillover duration However,

impact on

that

sum of the gaze and

it's

total

spillover effects

was 42 ms).
Further Analyses. Regression analyses were done

to determine whether any

in
the differences reported above could be due to small uncontrolled differences
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of

naturalness of the sentence pairs. In these analyses, the difference in a dependent
variable
(first

fixation duration, gaze duration, or total time) for each

and the naturalness difference

variable

done on both the word frequency
difference in

word

intercept in

difference in the

pairs

and the root frequency

word pairs, although the mean

two experimental conditions when the

ratings

1);

had

significantly different

virtually

no predictive

however, difference

whole- word frequency

in length

all

of the

The

controlled)

Thus,

I

used the

was a

stimuli, t(17)

=

2.59,

p<

word

the difference in

intercepts (estimates

were 22 ms and 1 3 ms

feel confident that the

quite well.

it is

the

potentially confounding variable

were within a ms or two of

difference in naturalness

significant predictor for

<

gaze duration for the

.02.

frequencies of the high- and low-root

word frequency could account

As a result,

was equated

effect for first fixation, gaze duration, or total time (t

I

wanted to determine whether

for the differences

I

was

first

fixation duration

this

ascribing to

word frequency between each

as a predictor in a regression equation for both

duration.

(These analyses were

significant differences above, the

frequency words were not perfectly matched, so that

root frequency.

the dependent

interpretation that

from zero. Moreover, the

In addition, as noted above, the

small difference in

was

pairs.) I also

length

fact, for all the analyses, the intercepts

the differences reported above, and for

was

predictor.

one of these regression equations has the

has been equated. In

intercept

was a

pair

length as a predictor because there were appreciable differences in

length for individual target

The

for the item

word

pair

was used

and the spillover

of the differences when word frequency was

(instead

of 1 7 ms and 22 ms

in the

main

analysis).

observed root and word frequency differences were not due
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to any obvious confounding factors. 5

Testing the Models.

above with the

The

results.

I

will incorporate the predictions

first

model

is

of the models discussed

the direct access model.

The prediction

is

that

the processing time will be only a function of whole- word frequency
because access of the

root

morpheme

is

assumed to be

irrelevant to processing. In addition to the effects

whole-word frequency, there were
and

effects

of root frequency on both

first

of

fixation duration

spillover; therefore the data did not support this model.

The second model
lexical access

is

is

the completely decompositional model. This assumes that

a completely decompositional process, and predicts that the difference

processing time for words with identical suffixes

the root

morphemes and

is

due

to differences in times to access

thus due only to differences in the frequencies of the roots. In

other words, this model only predicts the occurrence of a root frequency

clearly

there

do not support

was

also a large

in

effect.

The data

this

model. Although there were significant root frequency

and

significant effect

of whole-word frequency contrary

to

effects,

what the

completely decompositional model would predict.

The
is

the File

file

third set

Drawer model

drawer model

stage

is

of models involve decomposition of the

is

(Taft

& Forster,

derivation, the

1976). Processing time in the

first

of which

stage of the

predicted by the root frequency and processing time in the second

predicted by the rank representing the derivation's position

Qualitatively, this

first

model

is

supported by the data.

An early root

in the file

drawer.

frequency effect followed

did was to find 6 pairs in the root frequency set such that the mean and standard
words were perfectly matched
deviation of the word frequencies for the high root frequency and low root frquency
and low root frequency words
frequency
root
high
=
=
the
between
differences
the
set,
(mean .83; SD .75). For this
gaze duration and 15 ms for spillover duration. Again, the sum of
5

Another subsidiary analysis

were 27 ms

I

20 ms for
same as in the main

for first fixation duration,

these differences were virtually the

analysis.
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by a whole-word frequency

word and

access the root

effect

is

consistent with a

model

in

which the

the second the whole-word entry, because

word's position or ranking within the

file

drawer

is

used to further

test this

model.

Two

file

file

against

is

to

highly correlated with that word's

file

drawer

is

what

drawer. Therefore, a regression analysis was

independent variables were used in the regression

equation to represent the two stages of the model: root frequency and

The

step

likely that the

it is

frequency, as the word's frequency relative to the other contents of
the

determines the word's rank within the

first

file

drawer rank.

drawer rank variable was computed by comparing the target word's frequency
all

other word's beginning with the root

word's position within the hypothetical

file

morpheme and computing

the target

drawer. In addition, although word frequency

and length were well controlled, they were not perfectly controlled and therefore they

were included
the

file

in the regression

equation to reduce noise. The regression did not support

drawer model. The variables of root frequency and

meant to represent the two stages of processing according

file

drawer rank, which were

to the

file

drawer model, did

not predict the data (most rank variable t's<l). Therefore, although the data qualitatively

supported the

file

quantitatively

fit

drawer model, the regression equation indicated

final

model

file

drawer model, the data

early effect

word

is

did not

the decomposition^ satellite model.

that the processing time

the whole-word's frequency to

the

it

the model.

The fourth and
model predicts

that

all

is

of root frequency, as

is

The

satellite

a function of the root frequency plus the

ratio

of

other word's accessed via that root word. Similar to

in qualitative

this

agreement with

model would

this

model. There

predict, followed

by an

effect

is

an

of whole-

frequency, which would be likely to correlate highly with the model's frequency
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ratio.

Therefore, a regression analysis

satellite

model

regression,

was conducted

quantitatively predicted the results. Similar to the

two

were used

variables

to represent the

These were root frequency and frequency

ratio.

of the frequency of the whole word, or

beginning with the root

The frequency

word

satellite,

morpheme was computed to

model, access time of the

satellite.

data, the regression equation

Although

was not

ratio

whether the

drawer model
satellite

model.

was computed by

frequency. In other words, the

to the frequency of all

words

represent the second stage of the

qualitatively the

significant

file

two stages of the

dividing the cumulative root frequency by the whole

ratio

to further investigate

model was supported by

the

and the model was not quantitatively

supported (most ratio variable t's<l).
In summary,

when tested

were supported by the

data.

which combines both a

may be

individually

Based on the

direct access route

the best. However,

it is

none of the four models presented above

data, the final dual route horse race model,

and a decompositional route

into

one model

important to note that the horse race model was not able

to be tested quantitatively.

Derivational Class Analysis. Derivational

(Selkirk, 1982;

fill

in other ref).

because the addition of a class

As a result,
the root

the root

morpheme

as

it

Affixes belonging to class

I affix

morpheme

affixes are divided into

as

it

I

classes

are termed non-neutral

often changes the phonology of the root morpheme.

appears in the derivation differs phonologically from

appears alone. Affixes belonging to class

because the addition of a class

two

II affix

II

are termed neutral

does not change the phonology of the root

morpheme.

A salient way in which the root of a class
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I

derivation

may change

is

that the

addition of the class

I

example of a class

suffix is -ory.

The

stress

of the

class

I affix

however,

I

after the addition

pattern has changed and

of the

may change

affix

class

I

now the

affix to the root

the stress pattern of the root morpheme.

stress is

change the

stress pattern

When these

on the

-ory to form the

and the addition of a

I

Third,

when the

I

affix

such as

whereas when

this

addition of a class

occurs with the addition of a class

pronounced. The s

n 's

in the class

in the class II derivations

addition of a class

whereas

I

affix

may

after the addition

When a class
g remains

II affix

I

and

derivation dissent

I affix

is

is

such as -ment

is

I affix

form

in

sane becomes a

creates a doubling of

when the

addition of a

only pronounced once,

II affix,

both consonants are

still

only pronounced once, whereas the

result in bracket erasure.

class

to

-ness.

a one syllable

unnatural and fineness are both pronounced.

of the

silent as in the root

-ity to

The long a sound

a consonant doubling, the consonant

affix creates

does not

class II affix

the consonants, consonant degemination occurs. In other words,

class

to syllable 2. In

word does not change.

syllable class

creates trisyllabic shortening.

in sanity.

1

suffixes are -less

II

access,

accessory, the stress

added to root words such as need and forgive

Second, the addition of a two

a sound

word

Therefore, the addition

the stress from syllable

needless and forgiveness, the stress pattern of the

short

for the

word

syllable.

of the word. Examples of class

class II affixes are

word such as sane

first syllable

on the second

word moved

contrast, class II affixes are stress neutral

is

An

-ation, the

The g

is

Finally, the

not pronounced in assign,

g is pronounced

in assignation.

attached to the same stem to create assignment, the

word.

In addition to the phonological distinctions between class
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I

and class

II

derivations,

there are rules which apply to the order in which
affixes

Within each

follow other class

both class
the

word

I

suffixes

I

may

class, suffixes

suffixes within

a word. For example, the suffixes -ous and

and

-less

II suffixes

may be combined

word fearlessness. However, ordering

suffixes

ness

suffixes in a

may not

may

there are

for

categorized as class

II suffixes,

II

may

follow other class

with the root

across classes

I

II suffixes

suffix -ous

is

and thus

shall

Class

to

and the

may

rule

is

violated.

suffix -al as class

I

The

and class

I

suffix

1

be categorized as class

may

class

I

II suffix -

-ment had been

suffixes

not follow -ment in a word. However,

Experiment

the

form the

II suffixes

within a word. For example, the class

and some suffixes for which there are two versions, a
in

II suffixes;

morpheme fear

restricted.

words such as governmental and developmental. Therefore,

words

are

when forming the word dangerousness. However,

which the ordering

therefore -al

that said, the

-ity

word, however the opposite may not occur. Therefore,

follow class

follow the class

words

may

suffixes

I

and they can be combined with the root morpheme monster
to form

class II suffixes -ness

I

within a single word.

follow each other. In other words, class

monstrosity. Likewise, class

follow class

may appear

class

I

may

this rule

there are

and a

not follow class

violated in

some exceptions

class II entry.

containing the suffix -ment act as class

II

is

II

With

derivations

derivations for the purposes of the regression.

A plausible prediction is that the change in phonology for the non-neutral class I
affixes

would slow processing of the

by the addition of a non-neutral

affix

derivation, because the change in

would cause

phonology and create a garden path. Another
both phonologies,

in

the reader to activate the

possibility

which case there would be

phonology caused

is

that the reader

interference

wrong

might activate

from the incorrectly activated

phonology. In either case, the incorrect activation would cause interference resulting
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in

longer processing times for class

I

derivations

compared

to the phonologically neutral

class II derivations.

For the current experiment,
derivational class

is

it

on root or whole-word

conducted post-hoc to investigate the

word frequency

most relevant

effects.

Both the

to investigate the effect

of

frequencies. Regression analyses were

effect

of derivational

class

on the

root and whole-

differences in fixation duration between the high and

low root frequencies and the differences between

the high and

low whole-word

frequencies were used as dependent variables because these measures reflect the effect of

root or whole-word frequency while holding the other relatively constant. Along with
class, differences in length

regression equation.

The regression

an effect of derivational
for class

was

and root and whole- word frequencies were included

significant

in the

some evidence

analyses, interestingly, did provide

for

class.

For the root frequency manipulation, the regression slope

on

combined measure of gaze duration and

the

spillover, 1=2.496,

p=.025. In addition, the regression slopes were marginally significant on

first

fixation

duration, t=l .928, p=.073, and gaze duration, t=l .894, p=.078. For the whole-word

frequency manipulation, the regression slope for class was significant on gaze duration,
t=2.095, p=.054. The regression analyses thus provided some evidence for an effect of
derivational class for both frequency manipulations. However, the

was

the direction of the effect.

The slopes of all four of these

significant regression lines for derivational class

were

more

significant

positive. This

surprising finding

and marginally

means

that

an

increase in class corresponds to an increase in the frequency effect, or that the neutral

class II

words had a greater frequency
It

was not expected

effect than the non-neutral class

that class II derivations
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I

would have a greater

words.

effect

of

frequency than class

finding.

However, there

I.

For the class

II

is

a potentially interesting explanation for

derivations, there

is

no change

in

phonology, and as a

this

result,

standard frequency effects were found. In contrast, there was
a smaller frequency effect
for the class

I

derivations.

processing of the class

interference

I

A plausible explanation for this finding

is

that the phonological

derivations takes longer due to the occurrence of a garden
path or

from the activation of the wrong phonology. This hypothesis would be
most

relevant for the root frequency manipulation, because the activation of the
incorrect

phonology (leading to the interference and slow down

upon the

activation

in

processing time)

is

dependent

of the root morpheme. The time to process low root frequency words

would remain unchanged, because

derivations with a

low root frequency

are

more

likely to

be processed as a whole (through the direct access entry), for which phonological
interference

would not occur. In contrast,

decompositional route

to

is likely

for the high root frequency words, the

win the horse

between the root morpheme and the derivation

As a result,

there

is

an increase

race,

hence the change

in

phonology

will interfere in the processing

in the processing time

of the word.

of high root frequency words,

whereas the times for low root frequency words remain the same. Therefore, the
difference

between high and low root frequency words

effect for class

I

derivations

is

reduced.
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is

decreased and the root frequency

CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENT 2
As mentioned
target

Experiment 2 was

earlier,

words were orthographically transparent

parallel to

Experiment

One

inflected words.

1

except that the

third

were pluralized

nouns, one third were verbs with -ing endings, and the other third were verbs
with past
tense (-ed) endings.

As

in

Experiment

1,

root

morpheme frequency and whole word

frequency were independently manipulated.

Method
Participants. Thirty two native English speakers from the University of

Massachusetts community participated
credit or

money

in the experiment.

They

either received course

for their participation.

Stimuli and design. Three types of inflected words were used as target items.

They consisted of a root word plus an ending
and -ing) or changed a singular noun

that either

into a plural

changed the tense of a verb (-ed

noun (s or

-es). All target

items were

orthographically transparent (as in Experiment 1) and ranged from 5 to 9 characters in

length.

There were two
each pair had the same

sets

of word

pairs,

inflectional ending

with 30 pairs in each

and

root words. In the

for the high-frequency root

word frequency

between the two words

in

each

set,

pair,

The two words

in

length. In the root frequency set, the root

frequency differed substantially between the two words in each

word frequency was equated

set.

pair,

but the

mean whole-

words and the low-frequency

the whole-word frequency differed substantially

but the

mean

root frequency

was equated

for the

high-frequency words and the low-frequency words. The frequencies were determined
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using Francis and Kucera (1982), with the whole-word
frequency denned as the frequency

of the derived word token, and the root frequency denned
as both the whole-word
frequency of the root alone and the frequency of the root
and

The stimulus

all

inflected forms

characteristics are displayed in Table 3. For each
set, there

summed.

were 10

pairs

of

verbs with -ed endings, 10 pairs of verbs with -ing endings,
and 10 pairs of nouns with
plural

(s or

-es) endings

Each

pair

two words

in

.

of target words was embedded

two words before and
the

6

after

a target word

each pair were placed

60 sentences constructed so

in

in a sentence frame,

every sentence (see Appendix B). Because

in the

same sentence frame, there were two

that each participant

There were 60

60 experimental sentences, 15

filler

lists

of

saw only one word from each pair. The

frequency conditions were counterbalanced across both
participant seeing

with a minimum of

in

lists.

This resulted in each

each of the four frequency conditions.

sentences and the order of the 120 sentences was randomized

separately for each participant. In addition, the participants read three practice sentences,

one followed by a comprehension question.

As

in

Experiment

frame was measured.

1,

the naturalness with which each

A separate set of 14 participants read

word
all

60

fit

pairs

rated the relative naturalness of each sentence pair to assure that the

the sentential context

of -.02 (SD =

6

.53)

was

relatively balanced.

and the word frequency

set

The root frequency

into its sentence

fit

set

of sentences and
of each word

had a mean

had a mean rating of -.08 (SD =

into

rating

.53),

which

For each of the three subsets, the stimuli were also equated quite well. The mean word frequency values for the
1 1.0 and 9.8 for the nouns, 8.4 and 7.1 for the -ed verbs and

high and '° w root-frequency stimuli were, respectively,
6.9 and 4.2 for the -ing verbs.

The mean

root frequency values for the high

and low word-frequency stimuli were,

respectively, 84 and 303 for the nouns, 141 and 175 for the -ed verbs and 157 and 162 for the -ing verbs. (When
low
wills and its paired word bills were removed from the latter noun set, the root frequency values for the high and

root-frequency nouns were 87 and 87.)
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.

indicates that the contrasting conditions

were extremely well equated on

Because these differences

were so

in naturalness

small, they will not

naturalness.

be discussed further7

Apparatus and procedure. The apparatus and procedure
were
in

Experiment

1.

As

in

Experiment

1,

participants

were asked

questions about the sentence they had just read after

answered the questions correctly

to

20% of the

.

identical to those

answer comprehension

They

sentences.

97% of the time.

Results

Items for which track losses occurred just before, on, or

were excluded, resulting

in

a

4% data loss.

more than 800 ms were excluded from the

after the target

Individual fixations of less than 80

As with Experiment

analysis.

1,

word,

ms and

the results are

presented in temporal order, beginning with analyses of the probability of fixating the
target

word8

.

Effects on the target word.

whole-word frequency affected the
t's

<

1);

however, unlike

skipped, the target

in

As seen in Table

probability

Experiment

1,

of an

where the

4, neither root

frequency nor

on the

word

initial

fixation

target

word was almost never

word was skipped about 10% of the

time in

all

target

conditions.

The

(all

greater

skipping rates were probably largely due to the target words in Experiment 2 being shorter

than those in Experiment

I

1

did conduct regression analyses similar to those in Experiment

1,

however, just to ensure that the reported effects

imbalance in perceived naturalness of the sentences across the frequency conditions.
Unsurprisingly, given the small difference in mean naturalness between the conditions, the effect sizes and
significance levels of effects inferred from the regression equations were virtually identical to those in the main

were not affected by the

slight

analyses.

'Nine additional participants were excluded from the analysis due
of more than 7 out of 60 trials.
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to excessive data loss,

which was defined as a

loss

¥ irst pass measures.

Experiment

1

frequency (see Table

.001,

<

t's

t 2 (29)

=

pattern of results

first

fixation duration, there

but there was a 16

1,

p=

3.04,

.005.

it

ms

effect

however, the difference just

=

1.94,

p =

was only a

of word frequency,

ms

1

t,(31)

was not

close to significant, t's

its

effect

on

.06.

As with

<

1

The

.

were assessed, as

was a word frequency

effect, as

low frequency words,

in

Experiment

fixation duration (17

first

The second

word being

high frequency words had

t,(31)

=

2.13,

p =

2.12,

fixation

first

ms

=

2.05, p

frequency effect looking

=

but a 32

whether either

ms

effect

at the participant

.03.

means, t(20) <

Similarly, there

was only a

1,

5

but a 37

ms

=

to

be trusted.
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=

.05. In

1.55,

p >

.10.

was only a suggestion of a

Table

in

ms word

4, there

when

root

the averages

was an 18 ms word

frequency effect looking

at the

item

root frequency effect looking at the participant means,

root frequency effect looking at the item means, t(26)

is

again,

shorter spillover

fixation duration data are inconclusive as the pattern of data looked quite different

means, t(23) = 2.27, p

Here

fixated.

8

first

spillover fixations than those

.20, t2 (29)

total time measures. There

1

.04, t 2 (29)

over participants and the averages over items were examined. As indicated

1,

=

ms)

1, this

by the duration of the

1,

words with high root frequency had 8 ms longer

Second pass and

<

of word

effect

the root frequency effect in Experiment

with low root frequency, but t^31) = 1.15, p >

t(26)

<

.

fixations than

9

4.71, p

failed to reach significance in the item analysis, t,(31)

fixation in the "spillover region" subsequent to the target

contrast,

of root

9

Spillover effects

there

word

effect

=

probably reflects the fact that gaze durations tend to be more variable than
durations

from

For gaze duration, there was a suggestion of a root

frequency on gaze duration was quite similar to

.04, t2 (29)

quite different

possible exception) and robust and early effects
of

For

4).

frequency effect (9 ms), but

p =

was

contrary to expectations, there were only small
and insignificant effects

as,

of root frequency (with one

frequency,

The subsequent

=

2.40,

p=

.02.

Thus,

it's

hard to

know

frequency effect (13 ras) in the second pass time
on the target word, t,(31) = 1.30, p >
.20, t2 (29)

p =

<

but a stronger indication of a

1,

.01, t 2 (29)

=

1

.88,

p=

pass times on the target

.07.

word

The

word frequency

total time measure,

region,

=

frequency, which

was not

4.08,

p<

and

significant, t,(31)

an 8 ms

ms

2.73,

=

p =

.01,

p=

1.76,

.09,

t

effect

effect in the opposite direction

on

spillover,

not significant) was a 26

ms

=

2 (29)

word frequency had an

1,

effect

and a 26 ms

on the

root frequency effect on gaze duration, but

at all sizeable (but still

late

There was a 41 ms

whereas root frequency had no

lasting,

TheTe was a 9

=

.001, t2 (29)

In sum, contrary to Experiment
early

which cumulates

first

first

it

my expectations that

1.27,

of root

p>

.20.

which

both

is

fixation duration.

appeared to be offset by

and the only root

seemed

effect that

on total time, which

is

a very

I

found the pattern of results somewhat surprising

in

view of

effect

such transparently inflected words should have been processed,

compositionally, at least in part. Thus,

try to understand the

inflected

word

--

phenomena

noun ending

variable in the analysis.

I

undertook more detailed analyses of the data to

better. I

in -s

or

-es,

As seen in Tables

conducted further item analyses, where type of
verb ending

in -ed,

verb ending in -ing

5-7, there appeared to be differences

types of inflected words, especially those in which root frequency was varied

focus

on

first

fixation duration, gaze duration and total time.

I first

was a

among

10
.

--

I

were the same as when

it

was

included.
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the

will

conducted analyses of

one of the root frequency pairs of -ing words (boating and sailing) were gerunds and not
included them in the analyses. However, when this pair was removed from the analyses, virtually all the

Strictly speaking,

still

effects than

measure.

Further analyses.

10

2.70,

of word

effect

effect

=

and second

showed bigger root and word frequency

either first fixation or gaze duration measures.

frequency, 1,(31)

effect (25 ms), t,(31)

verbs.
results

I

variance

on

first

fixation duration, gaze duration,

explicit variable in

and

total time in

an item analysis. For the word frequency comparisons,

measures, the interaction of word frequency with item type
had an

main

effect

analysis.

among

.09,

of word frequency had an F value approximately equal

and

word

-

The

types.

6.69, 4.71, 5.30,

frequency data,

p=

I

little

.002, .01,

of interest

than

and the

1

to that in the

main

F 2 (2,27) =

.01,

gaze duration, and

in differences

that stands out

to be quite different for the plural

root frequency effect

is

and the difference was

in the

p=

3.32, 2.68, 5.31,

total time, respectively.

among the item types

in the

is

that the effect

.05,

As

word

nouns than for the

of root frequency appears

inflected verbs.

expected direction (shorter times for higher root frequency)

p=

.007, .01, .006,

Upon closer inspection of the

where root frequency was manipulated

t

2 (9)

stimuli,

=
it

2.55, 5.07, 5.19, p

use of the root, whereas for

differed in a potentially important

many of the

speech (usually noun) was the more
frequency of the root, in

all its

when

it

is

the

variable reflecting the percentage

may

.03, .001, .001,

in the set

way from the
most frequent
of

This suggests that the

not be the relevant variable. Instead, either the

same form

of time

far the

total time,

inflected verbs (e.g., handed), another part

common use of the root.

forms,

=

and

appeared that the verbs

nouns. For the plural nouns, the noun meaning of the root was by

frequency of the root

For the nouns, the

significant for first fixation duration, gaze duration,

2.90, 2.68, 2.96,

respectively.

and

focus on the root frequency data.

The aspect of the data

=

less

of root frequency with item type were

interactions

.01, for first fixation duration,

there appeared to be

t,(31)

F

for all three

In contrast, for the root frequency comparisons, there
appeared to be differences

the three

F,(2,62)

which item type was an

that

as the

word

in the

words involving
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sentence or

some

the root have the

same

part

of speech as the word

in the sentence

may be more

relevant. If so, this

is

interesting, as

suggests that sentence context, probably largely in the
form of syntactic constraints,
entering early into the process

of word

Another

possibility,

of course,

is

inflected

nouns and

inflected verbs

between nouns and verbs
I

differences.

value,

which

summed

handed,

all

the root

is

I

The measure

that

seemed

to

work

best

different for

observed

my stimuli.

was the root-word conflict
computed the

I

frequency of all the "correct" inflected forms of the root

the

noun and verb

virtually

was defined

summed

(e.g., for

frequency of all the forms of the root

inflected forms).

Thus,

when this

ratio

is 1, it

never used as another part of speech, whereas when

is

it is

ratio

of

handed,

all

(e.g., for

means
small,

that

it

often used as another part of speech. The root-word conflict value

as the negative log of this fraction:

conflict) if the root

it

has a value of zero (indicating no

always has the same part of speech as the

and a high positive value

pair, I

complex words.

in fixation pattern I

defined as follows. First, for each inflected word,

that the root

different

and the difference

only fortuitously related to this difference in

the verb inflected forms) to the

means

morphemic decomposition may be

is

did several regression analyses using various predictor variables to
examine the

above

the

is

that

identification for morphologically

it

inflected

(indicating substantial conflict) if the root

form than the one

is

form that was used

usually used in a

that appeared in the sentence. For each root-frequency

word

then took the difference between the root-word conflict values as a predictor for

the difference in fixation duration for the

the following interpretation: If the value

difference

word
is

pair.

This resulting difference score has

zero or small,

it

means

that there

between the high root frequency and low root frequency words

of competition from the other

part

of speech.

If it
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is

high,

it

means

is little

in the

amount

that the high root

frequency word
part

=

higher in frequency largely due to increased
competition with the other

of speech.
For

and

is

all

three variables analyzed, differences in

of the regression

total time, the slope

2.14, p

=

=

.04, t(28)

3.79, p

=

line

was

first

fixation duration, gaze duration,

significant, t(28)

.001, respectively. That

for

is,

=

all

2.86,

p=

.01, t(28)

three of these

measures, a larger value of this competition value led to
significantly longer durations,

presumably reflecting interference from the "wrong" part of speech.
Moreover, the
intercepts

of these regression

frequency effect

lines,

when root-word

=

p=

which would

conflict

indicate the best estimate

was equated,

all

indicated a root frequency

effect:

15 ms, t(28)

.02, for

gaze duration, and 88 ms, t(28) = 4.01, p = .001, for

2.03,

the nouns, as indicated above, almost

verbs only occasionally did.

pairs.

fixation

and gaze duration. For

t- value

was

virtually the

t(18)

For
for

These analyses were

greater than

=

1.41,

p>

total time,

all

30 word

is

had a low score on
I

same as

1

however, the picture for the 20 verb

the regression line

was

To summarize,

terms of significance for

intercept

first

was 130 ms,

also quite reliable, t(18)

=

however, neither

line, t

pairs

t(18)

3.17,

=

<

was

1,

were close

to significant.

similar to that

3.00, p

p=

this intercept,

=

of the

analysis

.008, and the slope of

.006.

root frequency, overall, had no significant effect on any of the
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had a

ms. For gaze duration, the intercept

in the prior analysis (17 ms);

The

measure, whereas the

this

fixation duration, neither the slope nor intercept

nor the slope of the regression

pairs.

difference, as

did the same regression analysis using only the

less impressive in

first

total time.

confounded with the noun- verb

and the intercept was only

1,

.10,

all

As a result,

20 verb

30 ms, t(28) = 2.39, p =

.05, for first fixation duration,

This conflict measure, however,

of the root

reading measures. However,

when the nouns were

fixation duration, gaze duration,

and

total time

analyzed separately, the effects
on

on the

target

This was plausibly due to the fact that the roots for almost

word were

all

the

noun

all significant.

pairs

whereas for many of the verbs, the most frequent form of the root
was a
speech (usually a noun).
regression equation

on the item pairs,

significant predictive

variable

this aspect

same

thing.

effect in these analyses

of the

total time

measure

Another way of summarizing the above

were 5 ms,

analysis (all

t

<

of

into a

the analyses indicated that this variable had

fact, the analysis

were eliminated from the

.04, for

different part

was entered

for the

1,

for

20 verb

in

is

to look

root-word

of them verbs). The values of the root

first

fixation duration,

gaze duration, and 64 ms, t(21) = 4.84, p < .001, for
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effect if this

analysis

a purified item analysis, where the 8 items with the greatest difference

conflicts

=

measured

that

were nouns,

power, and that there would have been a root frequency

were controlled. In

pairs indicated the

at

When a variable

first

23 ms, t(21)

total time.

=

2.25, p

CHAPTER 4

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The data
whole word

indicate that both the frequency of the root
and the frequency of the

affect the progress

of the eyes through the

text for both derived and inflected

words. For derived words, the frequency of the root affected
processing
frequency of the word, as only the former had an effect on the

first

earlier

than the

fixation duration.

Word

frequency, though, had a sizable effect both on the second fixation
duration on the

target

word (and

by the

total time

slightly

delayed

(spillover).

data,

For

as a result,

on the

effect:

target word.

duration) and also

inflected words, the pattern

first

later processing, as

fixation leaving the target

on the

first

measured

root, however, also had a

was somewhat more complex.

clear effects starting

later processing, but root

on

The frequency of the

on the duration of the

word frequency had

through

on gaze

fixation duration

word
In the overall

and continuing

frequency had no significant effect on any measure.

Further examination of the latter data, however, indicated that there were differences

among
were

the stimulus items. First,

significant effects

total time.

when the

plural

nouns were analyzed separately, there

of root frequency as well on the

first fixation,

gaze duration and

Second, regression analyses suggested that an important variable was the

frequency with which the part of speech of the root matched the part of speech of the

inflected

word. That

is,

for virtually all the

frequent use of the root matched that of the

nouns and for some of the verbs, the most

word and

these items

showed healthy root

frequency effects. The other high root frequency verbs, whose roots were most

commonly not verbs showed
interpretation

substantial interference effects, indicating a conflict in the

of the word.
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The data thus
English

is

indicate that the processing

of both derived and

inflected

words

in

complex, with a direct access process (presumably
indexed by the word

frequency effects) and a compositional process
(presumably indexed by the root

morpheme frequency effects) both operating. The

feet that

either with

an "either-or" type of process, which posits

"turns on"

on some

trials

both effects occur

that a

and a compositional mechanism

consistent

is

whole-word mechanism

''turns

on" on other

"race" model which posits that both mechanisms operate in
parallel on

all

occurrences of

both types of words. The former mechanism, however, seems
unlikely unless there

some

clear reason

why one

did.

Intuitively,

is

or the other process would be triggered by a given word.

Perhaps the most surprising

mechanism entered

or a

trials,

result

into the processing

one would think

of the current study

of the

that there

inflected

would be

is

words as

little

that the

early

whole-word

and decisively as

need for a whole-word access

route in English, because inflections are so regular and transparent. (Remember that
the roots in

my experiment,

the root

significant in early processing for the derived

possible reason for this

the

two word

averaged 3.4

suffixes

initial

were

may be

letters,

either

whereas the

one or two

fixation location

is

on

may

processing the root

morpheme

words than

actually appeared to be

the inflected words.

words (and the

differences in the length of the

classes: the derived

the letters of the suffix

result,

all

my inflected words were transparently represented in the orthography and

the phonology.) Yet, in

words averaged over
inflected

letters.

letters

For words nine or ten

more

One
suffixes) in

six letters

and

their

letters long, the typical

3-4 (Rayner, 1979), so that

it

seems plausible

often have not been fully legible on the
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in

nine letters and their suffixes

words averaged under

morpheme may have had

it

that all

initial fixation.

As a

a good "head start" over processing

the whole word. In contrast,

been

on the

fully legible

overwhelmed

all

initial

the letters in the shorter inflected
words

fixation so that the

may often have

whole-word processes may have

early processing.

A key question, of course, is what role access of the root morpheme
identifying

an

inflected or derived

of the

the duration

nouns indicates

first

fixation

that access

word. The

on

the target

feet that root

word

of the root morpheme

morpheme frequency

for derived

is

part

plays in

of the

words and

affects

for inflected

earlier processing

of the

word. This leaves open the question, however, of what the relation
of this early
processing

is

to the eventual identification

epiphenomena. For example,
earlier, first fixation

in the eye

possibility is that

movement model of Reichle

et al.

it is

an

(1998) cited

durations largely index an early stage of processing that was termed
a

familiarity check". In the case

word looks

of the word. One

of complex words,

familiar (given that the

eyes. Logically, this stage

stem looks

this

familiar)

of processing could be

could merely be a sense that the

and thus

it is

safe to

move the

largely irrelevant to actually processing

the meaning of the word.

The

data, however, indicate that

irrelevant to the eventual access

derived words,

I

it

is

unlikely that early access

of the meaning of the word.

observed a significant "spillover"

effect

above, spillover effects are likely to be largely due to

of the root

First, in the

is

case of the

due to root frequency. As argued

later stages

of lexical processing, and

thus the root frequency (presumably indexing something about the ease of accessing the

root's

meaning)

is

likely to

be affecting the speed of accessing the meaning of the derived

word. For the inflected words, admittedly, the root morpheme

However,

for the nouns, the effects

effects

were complex.

were quite straightforward. Not only was there a
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clear root frequency effect

even larger effect on
the meaning of the

on

first

total time,

word and/or

pattern for the verbs

is difficult

fixation duration

and gaze duration, but there was an

which again must be
integrate the

to interpret.

meaning

is

easy

it is

to

compute

into the discourse context.

However, the analyses of the

between the most frequent part of speech of the root and the
inflected verb suggest that the root

how

related to

The

conflict

actual part of speech of the

indeed processed as more than a fomiliar

orthographic sequence and that either

its

most frequent

part of speech and/or

most

frequent meaning are guiding (and sometimes interfering with) the
interpretation of the

word. Obviously, more research

is

needed to probe the

Relation of the research to the prior

my review indicated,

the prior

has been done

it is

in different languages.

of this

work on derived and

work on derived and

consistent, perhaps partly because

details

inflected

words

conflict.

inflected words.

is

As

not entirely

based on different paradigms and partly because

it

Nonetheless, the modal pattern found in the prior

experiments was that both word frequency and root morpheme frequency played
significant roles in

encoding both inflected and derived words. In addition, although

different languages

differences

among

were used

this

nothing in the pattern of

is

studies to suggest that there are any key differences

European languages

Of course,

in the prior research, there

that

were studied

that influenced

how complex words

the

are processed.

question also needs careful study.

An obvious advantage of the current research is that

A second advantage of using eye movements

extends the findings on

it

derived and inflected words to a situation in which people are

for meaning.

among

is

silently reading

that the time course

processing can be assessed, as the eye movement record extends
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sentences

in time.

of

This advantage

is

shared, of course, with variations of the self-paced
reading paradigm; however, those

paradigms usually slow reading
immediate measures

in the

down

considerably so that effects that often occur
as

eye movement record

(e.g., effects

on

first

fixation duration)

only occur later in self-paced reading. This seems to be true
of both the Randall and

Marslen- Wilson (1998) and Bertram

movement

studies

show

is

I

discussed earlier, this

The

somewhat

this is likely to

later point in

be

during silent reading (Bertram et

al.,

What

unit

the eye

appear to

time than for inflected words.
sufEx-length effect, as

I

see no

true.

findings are, in fact, quite consonant with the

paradigms most similar to ours. In the study

earlier.

whole words, as a

may be merely a word-length or

why

plausible "deep" reason

(1999) studies discussed

that for derived words, the

enter into the reading process at a

As

et al.

in

two other

studies that used

which eye movements were monitored

1999), the pattern of results for inflected words was

quite similar (though not identical) to ours. First, as indicated earlier, they found a

significant effect

of word frequency on the

frequency only on the

reliable effects

However,

nouns

~

in

my

gaze duration) were quite

their findings

appear to be a

in the earliest

reliable for the nouns.

what the pattern would be

However, the

(pluralizations)

for inflected Finnish

ambiguous.
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were

more

processing of

bit different, as

study, early root frequency effects (both

one that was ambiguous, whereas ours
to see

of root

fixation after the target word. Thus, like us, they found

of word frequency than of root frequency

inflected words.

investigating

first

target word, but a significant effect

they were

first

fixation

and

affixation they chose

not.

It

was

would be of interest

nouns where the

suffix

is

not

Second,

in the study that

(Beauvillain, 1996), the pattern

used semantic categorization of derived
words

of fixation times on the target word was

ours. Beauvillain found that root

duration, whereas

between the two

of data

virtually disappeared in

my study,
but

I

there

morpheme frequency had an effect on the

word frequency only had an

sets

is

quite similar to

effect later in processing.

first

One

fixation

difference

that Beauvillain found that the root frequency
effect

gaze duration, suggesting that the root

was a suggestion

effect

that the root frequency effect

did obtain a significant root frequency effect

on

was ephemeral. In

was attenuated

later on,

spillover, indicating that the root

frequency effect was not ephemeral.

I

should also mention that the findings of Baayen

Baayen (1997) are quite consonant with
study.

They found

in the progressive

significant root

demasking

task.

et al.

(1997) and Schreuder and

the pattern of results in the present inflected

morpheme

word

effects in the lexical decision task, but not

Their interpretation of this difference was that the

progressive demasking task taps earlier stages of word processing, and thus their

conclusions from these tasks about root

morpheme

effects in

conclusions about English inflected words. However,

it

Dutch are

similar to

my

should be noted that they did the

progressive demasking studies only with the simple (uninflected) forms of the words; thus

it

would be of interest

to

know whether root morpheme

effects also disappear in the

progressive demasking task for inflected words as well.

The

relation of the current study to reading studies on

compound words. The

focus of the current studies was on the processing of derived and inflected words. Hence,

this

is

not the place for a complete discussion of the literature on the processing of

compound words. However,

it

might be of interest to discuss two studies that
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manipulated the

wo rd -

and constauent-frequencies
of target compound

» sentences that were read silemly while eye
PolkUsek (199S) and Pollatsek,

independent

varied the

^

movemeMs were

Hyan, and Bertram (in press)
had

Finnish sentences in which
the targe,

^
^

^

people read

s rag ,e

compound words were
embedded. They

who,e-word frequency of the
compound and

the frequency of the

firs,

and second constituents of
,wo-cons,i,uen, Finnish transparent
compound nouns.

The

findings

were

similar ,o those

constituent, the frequency

of the present study

of the second

in that the

frequency of the

constituent, and the frequency

firs,

of the compound

each had large effects (over
70 ms) on gaze durations on the
targe, word. However,
only
the frequency of.be

the

firs,

constituent had a significant
effect

whole-word frequency

influence

targe,

of the second

word. Thus, the

effect

was delayed

constituent

results

was on

were

the

firs,

the probability of making
a third fixation on the

similar to

my

findings for the derived words.

(typically 12 letters long),

second constituent (and hence the whole
word) would not be

first fixation.

fixafion duration;

to the second fixation and
the major

words were even longer than my derived
words
that the

on

Needless to say, even though a difference

in

word

it

is

these

makes sense

fully legible

length

As

on

the

a plausible

explanation for the difference between
these results and the present pattern
of results for
inflected

words (where word frequency affects

that there

is

a more principled difference for

inflected words.

However,

for

all

the

this

somewhat

three types of words,

and compositional processes are relevant to processing

Future Research.
research.

The

ideas for

I

fixation duration),

firs,

am planning

it

is

it

possible

of results

different pattern

for

appears that both whole word

their

meaning

in text.

several experiments to follow the current

most of them emerged from the post-hoc regression
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analyses.

The

methodology

for the following experiments will
be similar to those discussed in
this paper

and use eyetracking during reading.

The
class.

first set

of experiments

am interested

I

derivational class

in

when

will

be run to investigate the effects of
derivational

both the effect of class on root frequency and
the main

frequencies are controlled. Therefore,

I will

manipulate root

frequency and class together, while controlling whole-word
frequency, to investigate
interaction.

In addition,

I

will

of

effect

run a second experiment for which derivational

class

their

is

manipulated and root and whole-word frequencies are controlled to
measure the main
effect

of class.

The second
inflections.

There

set

of experiments

will ideally

will investigate the root- word conflicts for

be three experiments run testing three

assuming that enough pairs of exemplars can be found
sentences: (1)

Both

conflict alone,

and

part

(3)

of speech and semantic

that will

conflict

fit

different effects

into natural English

combined, (2) Part of speech

Root frequency without root word

conflicts.

First, inflected

verbs

containing both part of speech, specifically noun, and semantic conflicts will be paired with
inflected verbs

conflicts will

which do not contain

to

The

additive effect

be compared against a baseline to investigate whether

an ad-hoc comparison. Second,
of speech

either conflict.

conflict, will

measure the

size

inflected verbs with only

one

of these two

this effect is

be paired with inflected verbs which do not contain either

of the

effect

of the

part

of speech

is

to investigate whether there

is

conflict alone.

conflict

Finally, the root

conflict.

The

a root frequency effect when these root word

conflicts are not present to interfere.
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in

conflict, specifically the part

frequency manipulation will be rerun using inflected verbs without either

purpose

found

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The present research was a
derivationally suffixed

roles

of (1) a route

route which

is

first

step in investigating

words are processed during

to access

reading.

how regularly

inflected

Specifically,

examined the

through morphemic decomposition and

(2)

I

and

a "direct access"

independent of morphemic decomposition. The primary
manipulation

I

used was to vary the frequency of the root with the whole- word
frequency of the word
controlled or to vary the whole-word frequency of the
controlled.

and

its

By measuring

eye movements,

I

was

word with the frequency of the

able to

more

directly

root

measure processing

time course during reading.

I

inflected

found effects of both root and whole- word frequencies during the processing of

and derived English words. More

specifically, the derived

words revealed a

clear

time course of these effects, with an early effect of root frequency, followed by a whole-

word frequency
For

effect,

and

inflected words, clear

finally

a somewhat

later effect

whole-word frequency

effects

of root frequency on

were found, whereas

spillover.

clear root

frequency effects were found only for inflected nouns. Further analysis suggested that the
differences in root frequency effects observed for nouns and verbs

whether the most
inflected

the case

common form of the

root

was a

different part

word. In the case of the inflected nouns, there was

of the

inflected verbs,

it

was common.

such a

conflict, but in

my data indicated the

coexistence of two routes of access: a direct access route and a compositional route.
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to

of speech than the

rarely

In conclusion,

may have been due
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Figure 2: File Drawer Model
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Figure
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+ ed

Figure 4: Satellite Model

Table

Experiment

1
:

1

stimulus characteristics of the four
derived

3arentheses)

word

sets fSD'
s in
v

Stimulus Set

Stimulus
Characteristic

High Word

Low Word

High Root

Frequency

Low

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

9.25(1.25)

9.15(1.50)

9.95 (1.32)

9.65 (1.42)

61.5 (59.5)

4.2 (3.5)

6.8 (4.9)

1.6(1.5)

259.4(170.2)

185.7 (138.6)

114.3 (85.0)

10.7(5.8)

Root

Mean
Length

Mean WholeWord Frequency
Mean Root
Frequency

53

Table

2:

Experiment

1

reading measures as a function of
word frequency and root

Stimulus Set

Reading

Measure

Probability

High Word

Low Word

High Root

Frequency

Low Root

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

.98

1.00

.99

267

272

280

on/
lo

233

233

237

409

429

of

Fixating Target

Word on First

.99

Pass
First Fixation

Duration

Second Fixation

i

Duration

Gaze Duration

347

"Spillover"

252

269

259

281

Second Pass
Time

23

38

37

28

Total Time

380

436

466

480

54

Table

3:

Stimulus c aaracteristics of the four inflected
word

fRTYe

m
-

rnTTn thr-r-i

Stimulus Set

Stimulus
Characteristic

Hieh Word

Low Word

High Root

Frequency

Low Root

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

6.83(1.18)

6.83 (1.26)

6 83

91. 5 (84.1)

10.4 (7.3)

8.8(10.1)

10.5 (8.5)

290.8 (221.5)

264.2 (429.5)

169.7 (207.6)

18.9(14.1)

Mean
Length

Mean WholeWord Frequency

6.83 (1.18)

(~\

"f

c

/ft A

(\

26^

1 \

Mean Root
Frequency

55

Table 4: Experiment 2 reading measures as a function
of word frequency and
frequency for inflected words
Stimulus Set

Reading Measure

High Word

Low Word

Frequency

Frequency

High Root
Frequency

.yZ

.92

.91

.90

264

280

278

279

.22

.19

.23

.25

Second Fixation Duration

221

239

oo

Gaze Duration

310

327

330

339

"Spillover"

262

280

273

265

Second Pass Time

28

53

42

55

Total Time

344

385

376

402

Low

Root

Probability of Fixating Target

wora on

rirst

First Fixation

rass

Duration

rroDaDuiiy oi Kenxating

Target

Word on First

Pass

56

fre™

l^t^." -

°f word frequency and root

Stimulus Set

Reading

Measure

a

High Word

Low Word
Frequency

High Root
Frequency

Frequency

267

295

264

287

300

321

301

327

276

288

270

253

326

352

314

362

T

f*W Pnr\t

First Fixation

Duration

Gaze Duration
"Spillover"

Total Time

57

root

Stimulus Set

Reading

Measure

High Word

Low Word

High Root

Frequency

Low Root

Frequency

Frequency

Frequency

276

291

288

289

331

333

363

344

251

275

276

273

357

384

458

406

First Fixation

Duration

Gaze Duration
"Spillover"

Total Time

58

Table

7:

Experiment 2 selected reading measures as a
function of word frequency and root

Stimulus Set

Reading

High Word

Low Word

High Root

vUUv liwV

Frequency

Frequency

Root
Frequency

250

258

282

263

Gaze Duration

295

325

336

356

"Spillover"

254

273

269

272

Total Time

330

413

366

424

Measure

L l

Low

First Fixation

Duration

59

APPENDIX A

EXPERIMENT
Word
The

frequency Set:

1

STIMULI

[low/high frequency]

patient said that the [containment/management]
of his anger

Debbie rushed to make the [installment/appointment]

at the

was becoming

difficult.

bank by noon.

Sara expected a long period of [contentment/adjustment]
after starting her new job.

The group was run by
It

was

clear that

Tom was an

The actor announced

The couple objected
The goals of the

the [elective/collective] body that

his

made

[assertive/effective] tennis player

when he won the

to

They were concerned about

Annie carefully evaluated the

[totality/morality]

tabloids reported that her [supportive/attractive] husband

The

police

The

film

were surprised by the [passive/massive] crowd

wife's death.

gift.

for the [footage/coverage]

was having an

at the

of the event

affair.

rock concert.

for the five o'clock news.

preferred the [richness/thickness] of the clam chowder

test

charter.

of the situation before making a decision.

The

The pregnancy

for weeks.

of his followers.

immediate [avoidance/acceptance] of his

Emily purchased the [postage/package] she needed to mail the

The experimenter used

all

announce the [adoption/election] of a new
Bill's

it

match.

wedding ceremony.

[visionary/missionary] leader were not shared by

crew looked

the important decisions.

[attachment/engagement] to his costar after hiding

to the [formality/publicity] at their

The town held a meeting

The judges

all

made with

real cream.

[conditional/traditional] stimuli to test learned response patterns.

provided the [confinriation/information] she feared.

John was amazed by the number of stars

The professor knew the

in the [blackness/darkness]

theoretical [assertion/direction]
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would be

of the country

controversial.

sky.

Root Frequency

Set:

[low/high frequency]

Janie requested another [deferment/installment]
of the payment

The

military's [harassment/containment]

The president condemned

The

infant received

little

of the ground troops was crucial

The

for victory.

the [bombardment/abandonment] of the refugee
camp.

[nourishment/contentment] from the half empty bottle of
juice.

Jim wrote a third [optional/fictional] story for extra

The judge was known

pk
lan.

credit in his writing class.

for the [punctuahty/uniformity] of his sentencing
decisions.

authorities challenged the [duality/legality] of his citizenship.

A high degree of [toxicity/plasticity]

in

an

infant's brain affects future

development.

News of Joe's

unfortunate [addiction/rejection] spread through the town.

The

geneticist

was studying

The

stranger's

unexpected [rudeness/kindness] caught Linda by

The

painting's [cohesiveness/abstractness]

The review emphasized the

The audience observed

[recessive/adaptive] genes and their effect.

was

typical

of the

surprise.

artist's style.

[blandness/freshness] of the restaurant's food.

the [bluntness/sharpness] of the chefs knives.

Robert's extreme [cautiousness/seriousness] caused his mother to worry.

The philosopher wrote about

the [bleakness^lindness] of our existence.

Leslie preferred the [acoustical/instrumental] version of the top forty

hit.

|Joan's scandalous [enchantment/involvement] with her neighbor ruined her marriage.

Rachel envisioned a [glamorous/marvelous] modeling career
Justin preferred the [tranquility/familiarity] of the small town.
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in her future.

APPENDIX B

EXPERIMENT 2 STIMULI
Word

frequency Set:

The Senator

[called,

The committee
The

[high/low frequency]

backed] the president after checking with his chief
advisor.

[presented, fashioned] their plans after

air traffic controller [directed,

The mischievious

The

grounded] the plane during the winter storm.

student [answered attacked] his teacher with a

Tom loved the story in which the
The young man's

weeks of discussion.

heart

fairy [granted, guessed] the

was [touched,

young boy's wish.

aspiring journalist [joined, filmed] the protest while narrating the events.

protect

them from the moles, Carl [covered,

At the grocery

store, Jenny's

The young boy was always

Sam was
While

Julie

officer

Leslie

was

Since Joe

was [opening,

who was

to the kitchen.

planted] the roses behind the fence.

son [pushed, loaded] the

cart to help out.

[following, answering] strangers, and this worried his

was

mom.

trip.

signing] her letter, the doorbell rang.

[passing, killing] the victim near

where the body was found.

[watching, guarding] the criminal was injured in the escape.

[opening, viewing] the casket,

late, his

The workers were

when

she heard a frightening noise.

daughter was [waiting, rocking] anxiously

[covering, boarding] over the

Liza was [listening, signaling] to her

Ted was

way

[looking, longing] for adventure, so he took a white-water rafting

The defendant was seen
The

wisecrack.

blinded] by his wife's beautiful smile.

After her break, Jamie [turned, dusted] off the tv on her

To

silly

sister,

[painting, brushing] the stain

on

when

his

her chair.

windows of the condemned

building.

she spotted an old friend.

new desk
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in

after sanding

it

carefully.

Every week, Joan checked the [funds, gains]

Watching the current

Most of John's

[patterns, fashions]

business

was handling

Cindy often recalled the

[fears, talks]

is

in her stock portfolio.

a necessity for any clothes
designer.

his clients' [bills, wills] after they
died.

she had shared with her

sister.

The

artist

The

store offered everything

The

children asked their [friends, mothers] to help with their club's
fundraiser.

painted [flowers, streams] with a unique

from

[tools, locks] to gardening supplies.

Molly was looking forward to the school

Kim remembered

The rock

The

Set:

that visited their

town

fire

tower.

in the

summertime.

[high/low frequency]

star [handed, tossed] his shirt to a fan in the concert audience.

[murdered, accosted] his crooked attorney.

irate client

The drunk [angered, annoyed]

The gourmet chef [cooked,
It

[events, dances] planned for the year.

looking out over the [waves, lakes] from the

Emily enjoyed the many [boats, bands]

Root Frequency

style.

the passengers

who were

waiting for the train.

boiled] the asparagus before seasoning

it

with herbs.

seemed as though Peter [courted, charmed] every woman he met.

Last night, George [aided, towed] the tourists after their car broke down.

The

helicopter

was [downed, dented] during

The school board

[screened, censored]

the severe hail storm

many of the books

Kelly accidentally [watered, flooded] her

tulips,

the library ordered.

while watering her lawn.

While preparing for the party, Jack [breaded, roasted] the eggplant he would

It

had been [snowing,

seemed

like

it

was

still

[ironing, folding] his shirts

Chris

hailing] the

whole afternoon.

when his
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parents arrived.

serve.

Krista enjoyed [boating, sailing] during her free time.

The hard-working student was
Yesterday,

The

Kay

[aiming, vowing] to do his best

finished [adding, sewing] the ruffles to her

on the upcoming

test.

clown costume.

helicopter found Sid alone in the desert [signaling, hollering]
for help.

The person

in

charge of hiring was [screening,

Jerry's parents

filtering] the initial applicants.

were [grounding, punishing] him

The ranger was

[tracking, greeting]

all

the hikers

While the mugger was [attacking, harassing] the

The young

lovers relaxed

Jim

both of his [uncles, nieces]

visited

The music

on

the

Jeremy and

all

thought to be

tourist, the police appeared.

open [beaches, patches] near
in

lost.

Tucson every

the lake.

year.

the [tables, stairs] in his house with an oak stain.

his [cousins,

Angela stopped to look

nephews] had been on very bad terms for
at the [radios, jewels] in the store

There were many ice-covered

Martha

who were

store specialized in [pianos, banjos] that were of professional quality.

Don refinished

Dave had

for staying out all night.

to

tried

The children

remove the
on many

window.

[lakes, peaks] in the northern part

[roots, vines]

which had grown around

[jackets, blouses] but could not find

of the
his

any she

collected colorful [stones, shells] for their art project.
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years.

state.

garage door.

liked.
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